
From: Steve Kent <skent@lanset.com> X3116/1
To: Peter Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: elizabeth Kent Whitlock
Date: August 29, 1999 9:26 PM

Peter, you are the man who knows the Whitlocks,

Your file on Lott and Elizabeth Whitlock has Elizabeth listed as: Elizabeth Marion (Kent)
Runnels.

Also on file is that Lott and she had a son in 1820 named Dudley Runnels Whitlock. I
have this son named in a copy of the Savage family bible too.

How does the name Runnels fit in?

Her father as far as we knew was John Kent but we never found his probate, just a
deed where he deeded his property inherited from his parents to Lott and Elizabeth in
1821. We don't know exactly who his wife was either. In 1826 a Greenville Benjamin
Kent died in Union County SC and Lott was adminstrator to the probate. That fellow
lived near John's brothers and sisters so we assume Greenville was a son of John Kent
since only John had Kent children old enough to be Greenville. In that probate a Daniel
Reynolds signed security by "his mark." Runnels is another spelling for Reynolds in
that day, especially when a family was not literate they could not pass the name along
the same each generation.

Can you help explain why Elizabeth is listed as Elizabeth Marion (Kent) Runnels?

Also I read a post where you were looking for Lott's parents. While this is probably only
a small clue, the Kent probate in question shows a P. Whiltlock recieved a small
amount of money from it. I enclose a copy of the pages mentioned.

Steve Kent
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From: Steve Kent <skent@lanset.com> X3116/2
To: Peter Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: Re: P. Whitlock
Date: August 31, 1999 7:02 PM

not through the Kents.

We have been working on Elizabeth's mother for 15 years and have been unable to find
the Marion connection. We recently found her brother, William Kent, living at Mt.
Pleasant & Loch Dhu Estates at Berkeley St. John, Charleston SC with Francis Marion.
This is the adopted son of General Francis Marion. He was born as General Marion's
grand nephew, Francis Dwight. General Marion had no witness on his will so the
property he owned defaulted back to his wife, Mary Videau. The adopted son married
two Kirk twins in the same year 1801, (one died). After old man Kirk died, 1/2 the
property went to him and the other 1/2 to Robert Kirk. In 1809 and 1810, Robert Kirk is
listed as the Tavern Keeper at Mt. Pleasant and William Kent the Blacksmith. Francis
Marion (adopted) is there as a planter.

What we know is that there was a connection between the Kent family and the Marions
but after hitting all the reference books, all of the wills available in the Marion and
Dwight etc families and rummaging all the queeries and archives, we still can't find
John's wife. I am telling you this because we have more clues that she was a Reynolds
than a Marion so we are looking to see if there is a Reynolds/Marion connection.

I don't know whom that P Whitlock is but I can tell you that females were rarely named
on any of the Kent wills without naming how they were related. In many cases their
husbands were named but not the wife who might be a Kent daughter or sister. We are
very familiar with Lott Whitlock and always on the prowl for him because he is a clue to
our family. We never found any probates for Lott, Elizabeth, William Kent or John Kent
and suspect they were lost when Anniston AL was burned during the Civil War. If we
could find his probate or his father's probate we might learn more about the Kent family.
My great grandfather, David M. Kent, moved with most of Lott and Elizabeth's children
to Arkansas about 1853. Because Lott, Elizabeth and William are all listed in AL in
1860, I suspect that they remained and likely died there. I can not find any of the three
after the 1860 census.

Steve


